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Low Cal

– Low Cal Assortment
(contains 10 yds of * skus) 

AB – Fat Quarter Bundle

– Jelly RollTM

HB – Honey Bun

LC – Layer CakeTM

MC – Mini Charm

PP – Charm Pack

PS – Project Sheet

KIT – Kit

•Fabric images are 
reduced to 35% unless noted.

•Panels reduced to fit 
accordingly.

•Fabrics marked with *  
make up Low Cal assortments.

Due to printing restrictions, an exact 
fabric color match is
not always possible.

•Web Patterns can be found at
modafabrics.com/

inspiration-resources/free-patterns

•Ask your sales professional for
all the pattern options.

•M indicates Metallic print

ISSUE №55b

Alphabetical by Designer

F8 – Fat Eighth Bundle

– Assortments

– Group # 32960

PRECUTS LEGEND

PLEASE NOTE:

FALL 2022

DESIGNER   GROUP    PG    DELIVERY

3 SISTERS   BLISS    30     MAR

ANEELA HOEY   PIPS    56     APR

BETSY CHUTCHIAN  FLORENCE’S FANCY  26     APR

BOUND CO BY ANNIE BRADY BEYOND BELLA - NEW COLORS! 48     MAR

CAMILLE ROSKELLEY  SUNNYSIDE   22     APR

FIG TREE & CO.   FRUIT COCKTAIL  14     MAR

JANET CLARE   COLLAGE   44     APR

MAUREEN MCCORMICK FLOWER POWER    4     MAR

MINICK & SIMPSON  UNION SQUARE  34     APR

MODA    MAMBO BATIKS  60     MAR

MODA    SUMMER BREEZE 2023 18     MAR

PAPER + CLOTH  DELIVERED WITH LOVE 52     MAR

PIECES TO TREASURE  VISTA TOWELING & WOVENS 38     APR

ROBIN PICKENS  WILD BLOSSOMS    8     MAR

FINISHED PRODUCT      PG    DELIVERY

MODA BIAS TAPE THATCHED BY ROBIN PICKENS 12     OCT
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The Flower Power collection features 
flowers of all kinds, big flowers, little 
flowers, flower vines and even tiny 
daisies on gingham check.  All in-

clude vibrant colors of pink, orange, 
yellow, green and turquoise...a 

throwback to the 60’s and 70’s. It is a 
collection of flower prints for some to 
discover and for others to remember.

Ideal for spring and summer gar-
ments, totes and throws.

DSJ 2152 Star Power 72” x 84”SQC 010 Come On Get Happy 50” x 66”
by Sterling Quilt Company

MARCH DELIVERY
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WS 10 Quatrefoil 83” x 83” DLL 185 Sunshine Days 60” x 72”
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Imagine a rainbow of colors, vibrant, free, and 
bursting with life in Wild Blossoms. Wild�owers 
are these brave and bold blooms that proudly 
show their spirit and beauty. �ey are not afraid to 
grow in the most unexpected places. 

Whether it is a �eld strewn with goldenrod or 
Queen Anne’s lace adding splendor to the land-
scape, the range of textures and colors from these 
wild blossoms is a delight. Bumblebees visit the 
pink clover and bluebonnets stand tall with pride. 
Orange poppies dance with yellow daisies. With 
Wild Blossoms, I wanted to show the rainbow of 
colors in a big width-of-fabric print. �is ombre 
panel (12” continuous repeat) blends from color 
to color along the rainbow, with our busy bees 
visiting along the way. �e WOF print allows you 
to use it in one big stretch as the rainbow, or cut 
it up to have fun with all the colors and �owers as 
you choose. I truly thought of this as a symphony 
of color with wild�owers. 

Coordinates for this group separate out some of 
the �owers, so the bluebonnets can be the star 
on their own, or golds and oranges of daisies 
and poppies bring a sunshine feel. Queen Anne’s 
lace brings so�ness with pretty butter�ies adding 
a pop of accent color. �e “Leafy World” print 
brings a mix of colors or monochromatic palette 
with all di�erent types of leaves. A little �ower 
drawing, “Little Wild �ings,” brings all the �ow-
ers together in a simple drawn way. What if you 
want to show o� your wild blooms at home? �e 
print with canning jar vases displaying these wild 
beauties does just that. A sketchy little diagonal 
line print of blotted graph paper adds a subtle 
texture to mix and blend. 

Wild Blossoms coordinates with colors from 
existing �atched basics so it is easy to blend and 
extend the colors even more. �e colors in the line 
range from �atched Cream, Early Dawn (pink), 
Berry, Scarlet, Apricot, Buttercup, Chartreuse, 
Grass, Mist (light blue) and Navy. 

Get ready for colorful blooms coming your way 
with Wild Blossoms in March 2023.

RPQP JT147  Joyful Trio 60” x 67”

MARCH DELIVERY
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48730 11*     12” x 44” Repeat - 15 yd Put Up

RPQP BH145  Bar Hop Queen Version 83” x 90”
Multiple Sizes and Colorways Available - Precut Friendly

RPQP W146  Weaverly Twin 72” x 90”
LC Friendly

Lap Size Rainbow Version 51” x 50” 9modafabrics.com
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40 yd rolls of 2 1/4” single fold bias.
Bias Tip: To determine how much bias you will need, 
add the widths and lengths of the quilt together, then 
multiply by 2. Add at least 12” for turning corners and 

overlapping at the end.

BIAS
quilters Bias binding

Bias Tape Display holds 18 rolls of Moda Bias for easy 
measuring, cutting and storage. 25-1/4"L x 7"W x 3-1/2"H.

12

QBA 5 QB2 Thatched Bias Assortment

 OCTOBER DELIVERY
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BIAS
quilters Bias binding
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QB2 4801 Moda Bias 40 yd
Chartreuse

QB2 4803 Moda Bias 40 yd
Royal

QB2 4805 Moda Bias 40 yd
Graphite

QB2 4807 Moda Bias 40 yd
Seafoam

QB2 4809 Moda Bias 40 yd
Soft Black

QB2 4811 Moda Bias 40 yd
Pansy

QB2 4812 Moda Bias 40 yd
Chocolate Bar

QB2 4810 Moda Bias 40 yd
Washed Linen

QB2 4808 Moda Bias 40 yd
Midnight

QB2 4806 Moda Bias 40 yd
Scarlet

QB2 4804 Moda Bias 40 yd
Turquoise

QB2 4802 Moda Bias 40 yd
Gray
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Vintage fruit �our sack fabrics, canning la-
bels, orchard crates… I am mesmerized by the 
beautiful images, colors and the nostalgic feel 

of these images from our past. �is collection is 
my ode to all things vintage fruit with a few of 
our all time favorite fruit prints brought back 
to life along with some new friends to join the 
medley. Colors range from our classic Fig tree 
navies and corn�ower blues all the way up the 
color palette to ivories and so� yellows. �is 
collection is meant to evoke summer parades 

and picnics, fruit picking in the family orchard, 
Americana Fig Tree style… with just a few 

fruits mixed in!

FT 1860 A Tisket A Tasket 33” x 33” 
PP & MC Friendly

1001 73 Fruit Cocktail Journal Set
3.5” x 5.5” Set of 3  Mul 4

48 Ruled Pages

48 Blank Pages

48 Graphed Pages

FT 1902 Fruit Basket 69” x 74” LC Friendly

48 Ruled Pages 48 Graphed Pages48 Ruled Pages

48 Blank Pages

48 Graphed Pages48 Ruled Pages 48 Graphed Pages48 Graphed Pages48 Graphed Pages

MARCH DELIVERY

14
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All quilts below will be included in Joanna’s new book,
FRUIT SALAD FT 1901 - JANUARY 2023 DELIVERY

Pineapple Fields 59” x 59” Orange Blossoms 55” x 55”

Lemon Chiffon 57” x 57”Blueberry Pie 53” x 62”

Candy Apples 
63” x 69”

Cherries Jubilee
53” x 60”

Pears In A Row
58” x 70”

Pinapple Picnic
59” x 68”
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DLL 184 Fat Quarter Palette 54” x 72”DLL 180 Sunny Side 66” x 82”

Oh the joys of summer...
Whether you are swinging in a ham-

mock under your favorite shade tree, 
or sipping sweet tea and catching the 
cool breezes of a summer’s evening on 
your screened porch, the pleasures of 

summer are here!

Look for Summer Breeze 2023 florals and 
prints in soft blues, yellows, golds and 

cream. Use this collection of fresh sum-
mer colors to create a light quilt or throw 
for summer evenings in your hammock 

or on your porch.

Hurry! Summer will turn to fall in the 
flutter of a butterfly’s wings.

MARCH DELIVERY

18



WS 12 Fanciful Floor 63” x 63” DSJ 2149 Summer Sun 88” x 88”

PS55260 Nantucket Mini Charm Bag
7” x 6” x 2” (similar pattern)

CH106 Measure Cut Zipper Pulls

19modafabrics.com

KIT
33680







One of my favorite classic songs is called “On the 
Sunny Side of the Street” and it puts a smile on my face 
every time I hear it:

“Grab your coat and get your hat
Leave your worry on the doorstep
Just direct your feet
To the sunny side of the street
Can’t you hear a pitter-pat?
And that happy tune is your step
Life can be so sweet
On the sunny side of the street”

Inspired by this cheerful song, my new Sunnyside 
collection was such a ray of sunshine to design. Staying 
true to my favorite vintage modern style, it is full of 
beautiful vintage �orals complimented by sweet basics 
in a fresh new color palette. Coastal blues blend with 
with olive greens, mulberry, coral pinks, and even some 
so� oranges for added sunshine to create a timeless 
feel. It is such a joy to sew with, and sure to brighten 
even a cloudy day. Come join me on the sunny side of 
the street.

-Camille

TB 188 Swoon Sixteen 74” x 74”

TB 269 Rosemary 72” x 72” LC Friendly

TB 270 Flea Market 72” x 84” F8 Friendly

APRIL DELIVERY

22



TB 271 Snowbird Blue Version 74” x 74”

TB 271 Snowbird White Version 74” x 74”

TB 272 Threadbare Navy Version 
73” x 73” PP Friendly

TB 272 Threadbare Gray Version 
73” x 73” PP Friendly

23modafabrics.com
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From fanciful flowers to practical prints, 
checks and stripes, Florence’s Fancy 
tells the story of two women named 
Florence, grandmother Mary Florence and 
granddaughter, Florence Marie. Wife of a 
doctor, Mary Florence Gough Carpenter 
1867-1931, raised her five children in 
North Texas and a vacation home on 
the Gulf during the Gilded Age near the 
end of the 19th Century and early 20th 
Century. A gourmet cook, Mary Florence 
set elaborate tables of silver, china and cut 
glass, complete with equally elaborate floral 
arrangements from her gardens. In contrast, 

her granddaughter, Florence Marie Carter 
Reed 1920-2013 (my mom), was practical 
and frugal with her life framed by the Great 
Depression. Mom’s cooking was nothing 
fancy, just delicious home cooking served 
on a simple, yet beautiful table with an 
occasional vase of flowers.

These two women, one whom I never knew, 
shared something else in common, neither 
made quilts! As I gather memories to 
combine with beautiful florals and prints, I 
realize I have so many questions as we are 
products of our surroundings, and those 
who have gone before. I’m glad for what I 
do know, happy to have inherited some of 
Mary Florence’s furniture and dishes, and my 
mom’s cooking skills, but really happy that 
the love of quilts and making them, skipped 
their generations to find me!

BCD 1702 Doctor’s Wife 53” x 74” AB Friendly

BCD 1703 Plain & Fancy 54” x 63” JR Friendly

APRIL DELIVERY



DSJ 2151 Fly Away Flo 97” x 97”BCD 1701 Bayside Breeze 84” x 84”

27modafabrics.com







bliss:/blis/    de�nition: supreme happiness; utter joy and contentment

�e newest collection from 3 Sisters is utter joy and happiness.
It is an collection of small and medium �oral prints that include butter�ies, roses and an 

assortment of foliage and vines in rose, pink, aqua, cream and so� taupe.
Oh! the joys of springtime!!

MARCH DELIVERY
30



DLL 182 It Takes 2 70” x 76” ISE 266 Luminaries 57” x 78”

31modafabrics.com
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Union Square is a gathering place, and never more so than in December. The scent 
of roasting chestnuts and mulled cider fills the air, joined by the sound of carolers and 

children laughing. The vibrant reds, golds and greens of a traditional holiday settle 
in with calming blues to warm the spirit. Celebrate the season with your family and 

friends and bring the spirit of Union Square home.

APRIL DELIVERY



MS 2207 Ferry Crossing  66” x 66”

ISE 267 Freesia 62” x 76”MS 2206 Christmas Past 58” x 48”

Light Version

Dark Version

35modafabrics.com
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Vista: a pleasing view.

Wherever I go I like to find time to take 
walks in the natural environment and 
enjoy the views. I am always struck by 
how Mother Nature has combined the 
colours and textures to make the scenic 
vistas just perfect.

I am inspired by how the mossy greens 
of the trees and plants, meet the rusty 
coloured tree trunks and jagged, rocky 
cliffs which plunge into the deep blue 
sea. The warm whites and subtle neutrals 
of the sand and river pebbles add texture 
and contrast to nature’s palette.

Vista’s woven stripes and checks will 
add texture, dimension and directionality 
to quilts and other projects. The variety 
of scale in this collection provides 
versatility and individuality for your 

Vista Toweling and Wovens

quilting creations.  Select from this range 
to create contemporary, masculine or 
scrappy looking quilts or aim for gentle, 
neutral quilts with a hint of leafy green for 
a soft and pretty project. 

With thirty woven fabrics to choose from, 
combined with twelve 18” wide towelings 
to create coordinating pillows, table 
runners and more, whatever project you 
choose to stitch, this line will combine to 
create your own beautiful vista.

PTT 264 Herb Garden Apron 18” x 28” 
& Towel 19” x 28”

PTT 259 Blue Gum Runner Green Colorway 18” x 50”
Red Colorway also available

APRIL DELIVERY
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PTT 261 Bush Track Quilt 65” x 66”

LC Friendly
PTT 254 Bella Vista Quilt 92” x 92”

PTT 257 Breezeways Blue 96” x 96”

PTT 263 Farmers Market Runner Blue 18” x 60”

PTT 256 Gemstones Runner Rust Colorway 18” x 54”
Blue & Green Colorways also available

PTT 262 Tree Change Bags 18” x 16” x 9” & 16” x 12” x 6”

Additional sizes & colorways available

PTT 255 Scenic Trail
78” x 78” LC Friendly

PTT 260 Fern Table 
Centre Navy Colorway
33” x 33” & includes 
table mats 12” x 16”
Additional colorways 

available

PTT 258 Kaleidoscope 
Multi Version 79” x 79”
Additional colorways

available











JC 244 Abracadabra 64” x 64” JC 204 Mizmaze 72” x 72”

44



I love playing with scissors, paper and 
glue and have kept a scrapbook for 
many years. I also o�en �nd myself 
painting doodles on large sheets of 

paper with my beloved indigo ink and 
the thought occurred to me that com-

bining these two loves could create 
fun and interesting abstract fabrics.

So many happy hours painting and 
cutting later the fabrics are here! And 

now we’ll be able to cut and piece 
them again, creating stitched collages 

with our ‘Collage’!

Happy collaging,
Janet x

JC 245 Trinket Light Version 80” x 80”

CHD 2244 Confetti 60” x 69”
LC Friendly

Dark Version

APRIL DELIVERY

45modafabrics.com







BC Q009 Letra 50” x 63” WS 54 Sewing Spree Light Version 52” x 52”

Beyond Bella has expanded to include 28 
classic Bella colors - think of this new mix 

as the greatest hits! Get a perfect match with 
your favorite Bella solids or use it alone as a 

versatile blender fabric.

MARCH DELIVERY

48



BC  Q010 Gumball 54” x 70”BC Q007 Utopia 50” x 61”

49modafabrics.com







+by
Centred on the excitement of a new arrival ‘Delivered with love’ is a cute 
and considered collection featuring adorable baby characters, each ready 
to be delivered carefully to their new home via stork of course! �e bold 
and bright colour palette and playful icons create a joyful celebration of 

happiness, a lovely sentiment for a little bundle of joy.

25137 11 Panel Measures 36” x 44”Can Crop to 24” x 32” 

Make a Milestone Blanket or cut to use the elephant motif as a wall hanging or quilt front and back! 

52

MARCH DELIVERY



WS 14 Stomping Ground 48” x 60” WS 29 Duckling, Duckling, Go 36” x 53”

53modafabrics.com







Pips is a reflection of the carefree days of 
childhood. A time where happiness can be 
absolute and anything feels possible. You 
may recognise a few familiar prints from 

my first ever line for Moda - Sherbet Pips. 
These are mixed with some fun and highly 

useable new co-ordinates; All delivered 
in a fresh rainbow palette inspired by a 
box of coloring pencils. Expect girls on 

swings, wandering hedgehogs, kids racing 
on scooters (accompanied by bouncing 

dogs) and more. Printed on a lighter cotton 
shirting that works perfectly for quilts, 

clothing or small projects. These colorful 
prints are sure to bring out the playful side 

of your creative imagination.

AH 117 Star Trick 70” x 70”

APRIL DELIVERY

56
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AH 101 Zip Up Tray Pouch 11” x 4” x 4”

AH 113 Twice As Nice Pouch 10” x 6”

AH 116 4 Pocket Case 10” x 13”

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed Closed

Open

Open

Open

Open

Option 1

Option 1

Option 2

Option 2

Option 3

Option 3

Open Open
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Dance to the rhythm of the vibrant Mambo Batiks. Immerse yourself in the lush 
greens and cool blues that reflect the tropical foliage and clear waters of paradise. 
Feel the sun on your face with the bright yellows and oranges and end the day 

dancing under a magical sunset of dark reds and purples.

MARCH DELIVERY



QF 2214 Under The Sea 42” x 52”
61modafabrics.com







Order online 24 hrs
 modafabrics.com




